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Abstract
In this note, the feasability of using T station measurements to confirm L0 electron candidate is de-
scribed. For the moment, no timing considerations are taken into account. In the first part, we briefly
describe the L0 Calorimeter trigger. Then we present the corrections applied to the reconstructed elec-
tromagnetic cluster positions to match the Monte Carlo ones. Then we present a parametrization of
the electron trajectory depending on only one parameter. Finally, the method used to retrieve T station
measurement along the electron trajectory is shown.
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1 Introduction
Since the Barcelona LHCb week, LHCb experiment has adopted the 1 MHz readout scheme [1], pre-
sented in [2]. In that scheme, information from all detectors is in principle available after L0. This has
mandated the revision of L1 and HLT strategies and led to a “vertical” trigger design (see Figure 1).
Each trigger alley begins by confirming the L0 decision and we present here the electron candidate
confirmation in the ECAL alley.
Figure 1: Scheme of the “vertical” trigger.
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2 The Level-0 Calorimeter trigger
The Calorimeter Triggers search for high
 
electrons, photons,  or hadrons [3]. The shower are
relatively narrow and clusters of 	 cells, large enough to contain most of the energy, are used to
compute the highest
  
candidate for each category. This search is performed in three steps :

 a first selection of high
  
deposits is performed on the Frond-End card. Each card handles 32
cells, and the highest
 
sum over the 32 sums of  cells is selected.

 the Validation Card merges the ECAL information with the PreShower and SPD information to
identify the nature of the candidate

 the Selection Crate selects the candidate with the highest
  
for each type.
To identify electron and photon, information from PS and SPD cells in front of ECAL candidate cells
are used. First, the cluster is considered as electromagnetic if there is an energy deposit in one or two
of the PS cells above 10 MeV [4]. Then, if any of the SPD cells in front of the PS cells above threshold
is hit, the candidate is considered as electron, otherwise it is considered as photon. A scheme of this
selection is shown on Figure 2 (this figure is taken from [4]).




thresholds are 2.8 GeV and 2.6 GeV which give an inclusive L0 output rate on minimum-bias
events of 103 kHz and 126 kHz for electron and photon respectively (these numbers are taken from
[3]).
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3 S-corrections


















are the position and the deposited energy in
the cell & . Because of the ECAL geometry, the shower shape and the Moliere Radius ( ')(+*, ) of the
calorimeter, these positions need to be corrected. Indeed, for particles hitting the calorimeter at a point
close to the center of a cell (see Figure 3), the particle energy will be deposited mainly in one cell and




Figure 3: A 23 cluster. The red point represents the impact of the Monte Carlo particle and the green
ones, the reconstructed energy.
This effect can be seen on Figure 4 where the Monte Carlo position is plotted versus the reconstructed
barycenter position (the origin is the center of the 4 cluster).
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Mean x   2.011
Mean y   1.447
RMS x    21.68

























Mean x   1.502
Mean y    1.04
RMS x    22.49




Figure 4: Monte Carlo position versus reconstructed barycenter position for clusters in the ECAL
middle part. 5 687:9 # 687<; is the center of the 4 cluster (units are mm).
To correct for this effect we need the functions that link the Monte Carlo position with the recon-
structed one. To get these functions, the 2D histograms of Figure 4 are profiled and then fitted (see
Figure 5).

















The value of the @ and G parameters for the various part of ECAL and for  and # coordinate are
shown in the Table 1.
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cl - xbarx
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Figure 5: Monte Carlo position versus reconstructed barycenter position for clusters in the ECAL
middle part. 5 687:9 # 687<; is the center of the 4 cluster (units are mm).
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Mean x   1.177
Mean y    1.47
RMS x    15.81

























Mean x   0.927
Mean y   1.167
RMS x     16.2




Figure 6: Reconstructed barycenter position versus Monte Carlo position for clusters in the ECAL
middle part with corrections applied. 5  687 9 # 687 ; is the center of the  cluster (units are mm).
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Inner Part 11.5 0.049 10.7 0.049
Medium Part 16.2 0.033 15.1 0.033
Outer Part 21.4 0.016 19.4 0.016
Table 1: Paramaters of the functions used to fit profile histograms.
After the corrections are applied we obtain the distributions of the Figure 6 where the reconstructed
barycenter position is plotted versus The Monte Carlo position.
The resolutions for clusters in the middle part of ECAL are shown in Figure 7 and the Table 2 resume
the resolutions for the three parts of ECAL. We can note that the RMS of resolution distributions have
larger value than the KL&8MN, ﬃ of the gaussians used for the fit.
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Inner Part 3.7 3.8
Medium Part 5.9 5.2
Outer Part 12.4 12.2
Table 2: O of the gaussian used to fit the resolution distributions.
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4 Parametrization of the electron trajectory
The idea of this parametrization is to used only the P cluster information (  , # and
 
) to guess
the electron trajectory. The parametrization used is very simple and relies on one parameter. For the
# coordinate, we assume that the trajectory is linear and that the electron comes from interation point
region (see Figure 8). Thus the position of the electron at Q  Q
SR





























The value of G and g for the various part of ECAL are reported in the Table 3.
G g
Inner Part 12.6 199.0
Medium Part 13.4 183.6
Outer Part 14.8 197.0
Table 3: G and g used to compute Q  .
Figure 8: Scheme of the parametrization used for the # coordinate.
For  coordinate, we assume that the deviation for the linear trajectory is inversely proportionnal to

















Figure 9: Scheme of the parametrization used for the  coordinate.
The distribution of G can be seen on Figure 10. The distribution is fitted with a gaussian and the mean
of the gaussian is used to predict the position of the electron at T3.
The resolutions on the electron position at T3 for clusters in the ECAL middle part are shown in Figure
11.
The Table 4 resume the resolutions obtained for the various ECAL parts. One see that with this
parametrization, we can get the position of the electron at T3 with a precision of few millimeters
that should allow us to retrieve the T3 measurements without too much background. This will be
discuss in the next section.
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Figure 10: Distribution of G .
Figure 11: Distribution of the resolution of the electron position at T3 for clusters in the ECAL middle
part.
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Inner Part 3.5 2.4
Medium Part 5.6 3.6
Outer Part 13 8.5
Table 4: Resolutions (mm) of the electron position at T3 for clusters in the three ECAL parts.
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5 Collection of T station measurements
The collection of T station measurements is assured with a tool of the Tsa package (see [6] and [7]). This
tool has as input a track state. For our case,  , # , D B and D I are obtained with the previous parametriza-
tion (for  and D B we have two possibilities, one for each charge) and j blkm$Wﬂb
 
687 . With this state
the tool builds a trajectory, a line along # and a parabola along  . The curvature of the parabola is
obtained from the cluster energy
 



















where  is a parameter and O B and O I are taken from Table 4.



































The IT clusters are counted doubly as the number of IT measurements is half the OT ones. On the
Figure 12 one can see the number of clusters returned by the tool, for window a 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 O , for
L0 electron candidates associated to true electron coming from interaction region ( Q+w 
uyx
Zz*, ) and
when we assume that we know the charge. We see that we have a peak a 24 that corresponds to the
maximum number of measurements for the T station and that indicates that we are able to retrieve
the electron clusters. On Figure 13 where we look a the bad side, as expected, we do not see any peak.
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Figure 12: TSA clusters for window of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 O for electron coming from interaction region,
when we look at the good charge side.
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Figure 13: TSA clusters for window of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 O for electron coming from interaction region,
when we look at the wrong charge side.
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In the real world, we will not know the charge of the L0 candidate and we will have to look at both
sides. An example of L0 confirmation would be to look at the sum of the clusters, for good and bad
charge hypothesis, and to accept events with a number of cluster higher than a cut. With a window
of 3 O , with this method, we could accept '|{+Z } of L0 electron candidate associated to electron
coming from interaction region while rejecting '
x
Z } of the ones associated to photon coming from
interaction region and '~ } of the ones associated to other kind of particles. One can also do a
reconstruction of the electron track with these clusters and then cut on the matching of this track with
the L0 cluster.
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6 Conclusion
The first step of the L0 electron candidate in HLT has been presented. We have seen that with a very
simple parametrization, we are able to retrieve the T station clusters of the electron. The next step will
now be to reconstruct the electron track from these clusters.
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